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The national energy guarantee modelling results are a revelation. Reliability is up, emissions are down and the
savings to household electricity bills are higher than initially expected by the Energy Security Board.
Conducted by Frontier Economics, which produced the emissions intensity scheme modelling Labor has relied on,
the national energy guarantee is expected to produce the following outcomes.
First, price. Wholesale electricity prices fall on average by 23 per cent between 2020 and 2030 and as much as 30
per cent by 2030.
For a typical household, struggling with significant bill increases, the modelling finds annual bills could be about
$400 lower compared with this year. About $280 of that reduction is due to the increased supply coming into the
system from current investments under way. This is locked in and built on with another $120 of savings from the
implementation of the national energy guarantee.
For businesses, big and small, the savings from the national energy guarantee will be higher.
Small businesses such as cafes could save hundreds of dollars a year; mediumsized businesses such as supermarkets
could save more than $400,000 a year; and large energyintensive manufacturers such as chemical plants could save
about $1.4 million a year and paper mills could save more than $10m — the type of electricity price relief our
country desperately needs.
Prices fall for a couple of reasons. The agreement on a new mechanism brings investment certainty, paving the way
for new generation assets to be built, both thermal and renewable.
Increased liquidity and competition also lead to lower prices as retailers contract with generators to meet the two
new obligations for reliability and emissions. Energy market modelling is based on a series of assumptions related to
fuel prices, technology costs and demand forecasts.
In this case, the assumptions have been informed by data from the Australian Energy Market Operator, Australian
Energy Market Commission and the Australian Renewable Energy Agency as well as stakeholder consultations. Not
only are they robust but they also capture the rapid decline in the renewable cost curve as technology takes hold,
making the need for subsidies and a repeat of certificatebased schemes such as the renewable energy target or clean
energy target unnecessary.
For example, in 2020, it’s estimated that the cost of wind and solar could be $73 a megawatt hour and $75 a
megawatt hour respectively, which drops then to $64 a megawatt hour and $57 a megawatt hour by 2030.
If these assumptions turn out to be conservative, as some in the renewable industry claim, the household savings will
be greater.
Second, reliability. Blackouts, loadshedding and the urgent deployment of diesel generators in South Australia and
Victoria have underlined the increasing fragility of our system. The national energy guarantee fixes this problem by
requiring retailers in a region by region basis to access a certain amount of dispatchable power — power that can be
controlled irrespective of the weather. No longer will intermittent sources of power such as wind and solar be
entering the grid without the adequate backup, be it pumped hydro, batteries, gas or coal.
Across the 202030 period, under the guarantee there is more than 3600 megawatts of investment in dispatchable
generation capacity to “firm up” intermittent renewables. This is more than 2½ times the capacity of Hazelwood.
The mix of energy in 2030 will depend on how electricity demand, technology and fuel costs evolve across the next
13 years. However, the modelling shows that the share of renewables is likely to be about 3236 per cent, of which
about 8 per cent comes from hydro that has the characteristics of baseload power.
Because the national energy guarantee is truly technology neutral and provides maximum flexibility to retailers to
adjust their asset portfolio, there is an expectation that existing, younger coalfired generators will be upgraded,
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whereas older generators may reduce their output.
Third, emissions. Consistent with Australia’s 2030 Paris target, the guarantee will see a 26 per cent reduction in
emissions for the National Electricity Market compared with 2005. It will do so at the least cost through a mix of
technology. The trajectory need not be linear but rather the most costeffective, taking into account the decline in the
renewable cost curve the closer you get to 2030.
It was interesting talking last week at the climate change conference in Bonn with ministers from other countries
also facing the difficult challenge of integrating climate and energy policy. Indeed, in her address to the summit,
German Chancellor Angela Merkel made some telling points about no longer needing subsidies for renewables and
the sensitivities about employment in particular regions about reducing coal.
Since the Turnbull government’s announcement last month that it was accepting the recommendation of the national
energy guarantee by the Energy Security Board, there has been widespread support. Bloomberg Energy Finance has
described it as “innovative and elegant”, the Grattan Institute as “the last piece in the complex jigsaw puzzle of a
credible energy and climate change policy for Australia”, and the Business Council of Australia as “the most
practical, workable thing we’ve seen in business for quite some time”.
Big energy users such as BlueScope and BHP, energy companies with both thermal and renewable assets, and
leading industry groups such as the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Australian Industry
Group have also joined the chorus in support.
Now, it’s up to the states and territories to help advance this proposal.
At Friday’s Council of Australian Governments energy council meeting in Hobart, they will have in front of them
the plan from the experts, the modelling they asked for and the endorsements that matter from industry. Let’s hope
they can come to the meeting with an open mind, put shortterm politics aside and support the national energy
guarantee, which is in Australia’s longterm national interest.
Josh Frydenberg is the federal Environment and Energy Minister.
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Tearful Postecoglou quits Socceroos J
Socceroos coach Ange Postecoglou has quit ahead of the 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia.

PM hits back at Abbott dig J
RA CHE L B A X E NDA L E

Malcolm Turnbull responds to Tony Abbott’s criticism of his decision to cancel next week’s sitting of the House of
Representatives.

Telegram that started it all J
A NDRE W K I DD FRA S E R

An assault on the PM, a ‘violent breach of the laws’ and an urgent telegram. This is how the Australian Federal Police
was formed.

Uni reef row heads to court J
G RA HA M L L O Y D

A professor has been forced to take action to defend an interview with Alan Jones, in which he queried Great Barrier
Reef science findings.

These Libs have missed the point J
JA NE T A L B RE CHTS E N

Once it was a party of liberty. Some brave backbenchers hope to save the brand.
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Uber reveals data hack, coverup J
G RE G B E NS I NG E R

Uber has revealed it paid hackers $US100,000 to try to conceal a data breach affecting 57 million accounts last year.

Sex claims grow in US Congress J
CA ME RO N S TE WA RT

The global phenomenon of sexual misconduct claims could exert a direct impact on political power in the US.

The last days of a fearful PM J
G RA HA M RI CHA RDS O N

Someone in the Liberal Party must end this misery and call the PM for what he is: distrusted by his own, detested by too
many.
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